“ We must help customers find the best buys, both online and offline. We have invested in Displaydata’s ESLs in
our store to ensure immediate alignment with our online prices. Just imagine if we had to change price labels
manually several times a day – it could turn out to be quite chaotic.”

Rolf Andersen, co-owner of Løbeshop

Boundaries Between Online and Offline Are
Becoming Blurred, Says Danish Retailer
Opportunity					
With an online presence since 2005, Løbeshop.dk is Denmark’s leading online running, triathlon and cycling
retailer. As part of the company’s expansion strategy, løbeshop.dk decided to establish a physical store.
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Solution
Løbeshop.dk decided to embrace the growing trend
for businesses to integrate their online universe with
their physical stores. As customers expect to get the
same experience regardless of where they do their
shopping, this trend looks like it’s here to stay. It does,
however, require planning down to the very last detail,
and Electronic Shelf Labels (ESLs) from Displaydata and
partner Delfi Technologies are part of the solution.
“We must help customers find the best buys, both online
and offline,” said Rolf Andersen, co-owner of Løbeshop.
dk. “Therefore, we have invested in Dispaydata’s ESLs
for our store to ensure immediate alignment with our
online prices.”

Results
“Our physical store in Aarhus has a way of responding
to our customers’ wish to have both an online and instore shopping option,” said Andersen. “Our approach to
running a physical store is to think differently. We think in
terms of integration, and our vision has always been to
erase the boundaries between offline and online business.”
Nothing has been left to chance with the physical store.
From the beginning, løbeshop.dk intended to create a
physical universe that could be easily integrated with
its digital presence to increase recognition and
establish loyalty.
“We must help customers find the best buys, both online
and offline,” said Andersen. “Therefore, we have invested
in Displaydata’s ESLs in our store to ensure immediate
alignment with our online prices. Just imagine if we had
to change price labels manually several times a day – it
could turn out to be quite chaotic.”
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